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a b s t r a c t
A DoS attack can be regarded as an attempt of attackers to prevent legal users from gaining
a normal network service. The TCP connection management protocol sets a position for a
classic DoS attack, namely, the SYN flood attack. In this attack some sources send a large
number of TCP SYN segments, without completing the third handshake step to quickly
exhaust connection resources of the under attack system. This paper models the under
attack server by using the queuing theory in which attack requests are recognized based
on their long service time. Then it proposes a framework in which the defense issue is
formulated as an optimization problemand employs the particle swarmoptimization (PSO)
algorithm to optimally solve this problem. PSO tries to direct the server to an optimum
defense point by dynamically setting two TCP parameters, namely, maximum number
of connections and maximum duration of a half-open connection. The simulation results
show that the proposed defense strategy improves the performance of the under attack
system in terms of rejection probability of connection requests and efficient consumption
of buffer space.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In recent years, computer networks have become a general work location for users, corporations etc. IP and the Internet
were primarily built for frankness and scalability, and these features played a key role in the achievement of today’s Internet.
However, this design decision has come at a price, as basic IP security mechanisms were not considered in its design stage,
and even today they are only available through expansions. Network attacks are general nowadays. There are several types
of important attacks, such as theworm, virus, trojan horse and denial of service (DoS), each ofwhich causes crucial problems
to usual business operations. The DoS attacks usually cause considerable disruptions to computer networks. A DoS attack
can be regarded as an attempt of attackers to prevent legal users from gaining a normal network service. DoS attacks usually
rely on the exploitation of a specific vulnerability in such a way that it results in a denial of the service. Recent statistical
evaluation show that DoS ranks at the fourth place in the list of the most venomous attack classes against information
systems [1]. Recently, many efforts have been made, in parallel with the evolution of DoS attacks, in the field of prevention
and detection in networking security. In terms of prevention, some of the approaches that have been proposed include
egress [2] or ingress filtering [3], disabling unused services [4], and honey pots [5]. However, although preventionmeasures
offer increased security levels, they cannot completely eliminate the risk of an attack. It is advisable to establish an intrusion
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detection system (IDS) [6] aimed at detecting attacks that seek to bypass prevention techniques. Many proposals have been
made for IDSs designed to detect DoS attacks [7–9], most of them being based on the statistical detection of high traffic rates
coming from the intruder or intruders.
There is a layer 4 DoS attack, often referred to as an SYN flood. It works at the transport layer. A TCP connection is
established inwhat is known as a 3-way handshake.When a client efforts to start a TCP connection to a server, first, the client
requests a connection by sending an SYN packet to the server. Then, the server returns a SYN–ACK, to the client. Finally, the
client acknowledges the SYN–ACK with an ACK, at which point the connection is established and data transfer commences.
In an SYN flooding attack, attackers use this protocol to their benefit. The attacker sends a large number of SYN packets to
the server. Each of these packets has to be handled like a connection request by the server, so the server must answer with
a SYN–ACK. The attacker then has two options. One is simply not to answer to the SYN–ACK, which will cause the server to
have a half-open connection. This would allow the server to block any further packets from the attacker’s IP address, ending
the attack prematurely. Then again, the attacker spoofs the IP address of some unsuspecting client. The server logically
answers to this IP address, but the legitimate client actually residing at this IP address will decline this SYN–ACK as it did
not initiate the connection. The result is that the server is left waiting for a reply from a large quantity of connections. Since
resource of any system is limited, then, there are a limited number of connections a server can handle. Once all of these are
in use, waiting for connections that will never come, no new connections can be made whether valid or not. It is clear that
although this is a transport layer attack, it affects all TCP-based applications in the victim server. When the server cannot
handle new connections, any application that tries to establish TCP connectionswith the server fails in its attempt. The result
is poor performance in the application layer for this server and corresponding clients as well. Defenders that protect TCP
against SYN flooding attacks, in fact causes improved performance in the application layer. Note that SYN flooding attacks
aim to exhaust TCP buffer space and do not affect the parameters such as link bandwidth, processing resources and so on.
There are some proposed defenses for this attack. Zuquete et al. proposes SYN cookies to defense against SYN flooding
attacks [10]. Some other works have usedmathematical models to analytically study the DoS attacks. Chang [11]mentioned
a simple queuingmodel for the SYN flooding attack. Long et al. [12] proposed twoqueuingmodels for theDoS attacks in order
to obtain the packet delay jitter and the loss probability. Wang et al. [7] studies the DoS attacks analytically by using a more
general queue model, a two-dimensional embedded Markov chain, which can more accurately capture the dynamics of the
actual DoS attacks. In [3], Gligor proposed that amaximumwaiting time (MWT)must be relatedwith every service presented
by a computer system. Response time refers to the delay between the request for a service and its provision, whereas, MWT
equals to the maximum acceptable response time. In the nonexistence of DoS attacks, a user request should stop within the
MWT on a machine. Warrender and Forrest [4] and colleagues suggested a general host-based intrusion detection model,
which analyzes system call sequences to discover anomalies. They claim that their system can detect DoS attacks. In this
method, if a program uses up extra of a resource, then other programs will suffer. In some cases, their method does not
succeed to detect the attacks. Hussain and Blazek evaluated traffic arrivals and corresponding ramp-up activities in [5,8].
Their methods try to discover how a signal in a system and parameters explaining the system change. To detect attacks,
packet rate against time is analyzed instead of only the packet header. This is done, in order that IP address spoofing cannot
deceive the attack detection procedure. Khan and Traore [9] analyzed the influence of DoS attacks on three parameters:
the queue-growth-rate, the arrival rate, and the response time, which were used for the attack detection. Other researches
made in this area can be studied in [13–16].
As a novel platform, this paper redefines the defense issue as an optimization problem and employs PSO algorithm to
solve it. For this purpose, we first use queuing theory to model the under attack server and then give a novel formulation of
the defense strategy based on the optimization theory. This leads to a dynamic defense strategy which monitors the system
performance continually by whichmeasures attack intensity and then tries to direct the system to the best defense position
by appropriate setting of system parameters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present an introduction to PSO method. In Section 3 we
analysis the under attack server by using queuing theory and then discuss how this server can defend against SYN flooding
attacks by employing PSO algorithm. Section 4 brings simulation results for the proposed algorithm and finally Section 5
presents concluding remarks.
2. Particle swarm optimization algorithm
PSO, which is tailored for optimizing difficult numerical functions and is based onmetaphor of human social interaction,
is capable of mimicking the ability of human societies to process knowledge [17,18]. It has roots in two main component
methodologies: artificial life (such as bird flocking, fish schooling and swarming); and evolutionary computation. Its key
concept is that potential solutions are flown through hyperspace and are accelerated toward better or more optimum
solutions. Its paradigmcanbe implemented in simple formof computer codes and is computationally inexpensive in terms of
bothmemory requirements and speed. It lies somewhere in between evolutionary programming and the genetic algorithms.
As in evolutionary computation paradigms, the concept of fitness is employed and candidate solutions to the problem are
termed particles, each of which adjusts its flying based on the flying experiences of both itself and its companion. PSO is
an approach to problems whose solutions can be represented as a point in an n-dimensional solution space. A number of
particles are randomly set into motion through this space. At each iteration they observe the fitness of themselves and their
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neighbors and emulate successful neighbors (those whose current position represents a better solution to the problem than
theirs) by moving toward them. The position and velocity of particle i at iteration k can be respectively expressed as
Xi(k) = [Xi1(k), Xi2(k), . . . , XiN(k)] (1)
Vi(k) = [Vi1(k), Vi2(k), . . . , ViN(k)]. (2)
Particle i keeps track of its coordinates in the solution spacewhich are associatedwith the best solution that has achieved
so far by that particle. This value is called local best Lbest i. Another best value that is tracked by the PSO is the best value
obtained so far by any particle in the neighborhood of that particle. This value is called global best Gbest. The basic concept
of PSO lies in accelerating each particle toward its local best and the global best locations. Various schemes for grouping
particles into competing, semi-independent flocks can be used, or all the particles can belong to a single global flock. This
extremely simple approach has been surprisingly effective across a variety of problem domains. The velocity and position
of particle i at iteration k+ 1 can be calculated according the following equations:
Vi(k+ 1) = wVi(k)+ c1r1 (Lbest i(k)− Xi(k))+ c2r2 (Gbest(k)− Xi(k)) (3)
Xi(k+ 1) = Xi(k)+ Vi(k+ 1) (4)
wherew is the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are constants which determine the influence of the local best position Lbest i(k) and
the global best position Gbest(k). Parameters r1 and r2 are random numbers uniformly distributed within [0, 1].
3. Particle structure of the problem
Although a computer system includes several resources, for simplicity, we consider only one resource i.e. memory and
backlog buffer. Here, we use queuing theory to draw the defense map against SYN flooding attacks. In this model, all
connection requests share the same backlog queue. When a request arrives at the system, receives a buffer space of the
backlog queue upon finding an inactive buffer space and is blocked otherwise. Now, consider a server under the SYN flooding
attacks. Assume that in this computer each half-open connection is held for at most a period of time h, and at most m
concurrent half-open connections are allowed. We assume that a half-open connection for a regular request packet is held
for a chance time which is exponentially distributed with parameter µ. The arrivals of the regular request packets and the
attack packets are both Poisson processes with rates λ1 and λ2, respectively. The two arrival processes are independent of
each other and of the holding times for half-open connections. Obviously, when the system is under attack then number
of pending connections increases and in a point in which there is no more room for pending connection to be saved the
arriving packets will be blocked. In the other word, when a server is under SYN flooding attacks, half-open connections
quickly consume all the memory allocated for the pending connections and prevent the victim from further accepting new
requests, leading to the well-known buffer overflow problem. It goes without saying that the time at which the system
reaches this saturation point is affected by the values of m and h. For example, when h becomes larger, attack connections
live more duration of time in the system causing rapid consumption of the connection opportunities. This leads to increased
number of lost connections. In this case, less percentage of buffer space is occupied by legal requests, and major part of this
space will be allocated to the attacker requests.
Given that values of h and m play an important role in SYN flooding attack, this paper chooses h and m as its design
parameters and employs the PSO algorithm to tune them dynamically toward the best defense position. Toward the defense
design, remember that SYN flooding attack tries tomaximize number of lost connections and run over buffer space. To resist
against this attack the defense scheme must try to minimize number of lost connections and to prevent the system from
allocating buffer space to attack connections. In the other word, the defense scheme is an optimizer that tries to minimize Ploss
(Probability of connection loss) and ARBOP (Attack Requests Buffer Occupancy) and alsomaximize RRBOP (Regular Requests Buffer
Occupancy), where these parameters are defined as follows.
Ploss is connection loss probability, a basic measure for assessing the performance of the system under DoS attacks. Each
arriving connection request packet must be dropped once there have already been m pending connections in the system.
Therefore Ploss can be described as the ratio of the number of dropped requests to the all arrived requests.
ARBOP is buffer occupancy percentage of attack requests that can be described as mean ratio of the number of attack half-
open connections (those connections that are closed after h seconds) to all half-open connections.
RRBOP refers to regular requests buffer occupancy percentage and is characterized by the mean ratio of the number of
regular half-open connections (those connections that are closed prior to h seconds) to all half-open connections.
Now, as the next step of our designwe need to draw an appropriatemapping between problem solution and PSO particle.
For this purpose we represent the PSO particle position as (h,m). This means that each particle (server) tries to tune its
positions (h,m) in such away that exhibits best performance. Particles’ performance is formulated as the following objective
function that links the design requirements with the optimization algorithm:
Objective Function :
Maximize
RRBOP
Ploss× ARBOP . (5)
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Fig. 1. Structure of PSO-SFDD defense system.
This objective function reflects the design intention i.e. maximization of RRBOP and at the same time minimization of
Ploss and ARBOP. Fig. 1 shows that the PSO-based defense scheme monitors system performance continually and employs
PSO algorithm to find those values of h and m parameters that optimizes the objective function of Eq. (5). According to the
PSO algorithm described in Eqs. (3)–(4), values of h andmwill be calculated by the following equations. These calculations
are calculated in the under attack server in predefined intervals.
vk+1h = wvkh + c1r1

Lbestkh − hk
+ c2r2 Gbestk − hk (6)
hk+1 = hk + vk+1h (7)
vk+1m = wvkm + c1r1

Lbestkm −mk
+ c2r2 Gbestk −mk (8)
mk+1 = mk + vk+1m (9)
where (Lbesth, Lbestm) is the local best position and (Gbesth,Gbestm), is the global best position. These best positions are
selected according to the objective function of (5). The parameters c1 and c2 determine the relative pull of Lbest and Gbest
and the parameters r1 and r2 lead to stochastically varying these pulls. The constants c1 and c2 represent theweighting of the
stochastic acceleration terms that pull each particle toward Lbest and Gbest positions. Low values allow particles to roam
far from the target regions before being tugged back. On the other hand, high values result in abrupt movement toward, or
past, target regions. The selection of values for the acceleration constant is problem dependent, however values normally
changes between 0 and 5.0. Also, if the constraint, c1 + c2 < 4, is not satisfied, then PSO does not usually converge [19].
Here, the acceleration constants are set to 0.5 that give Lbest same priority as Gbest and guarantees the system convergence.
The purpose of the inertia weight, w is to control the impact of the previous history of velocities on the current velocity.
A larger inertia wait favors global exploration, while a smaller value tends to facilitate local exploration of the search area.
Suitable selection of inertiaweight,w, provides a balance between global and local explorations, thus requiring less iteration
on average to find a sufficiently optimal solution. The values for the inertia weight is problem dependent but usually are
selected between 0 and 1.0. We setw to be 0.9. Fig. 2 showsmore details about operations of the proposed defense scheme.
According to this figure, the proposed approachmonitors system performance in terms of Ploss, ARBOP and RRBOP and then
computes the objective function of (5) to measure fitness of current values of the system parameters i.e. h and m. It then
uses Eqs. (6)–(9) to compute new velocities and positions and set global and local bests, if it is necessary.
4. Implementation issues and simulation results
Our simulation assumes anetwork inwhich the victim server continually receives TCP connection request packets i.e. SYN
packets from various sources. Some of them belong to attackers and others are for legal users. Let λ1 be the parameter for
the Poisson arrival rate of the regular request packets and λ2 = kλ1, be the Poisson arrival rate of the attack request packets;
where, k represents the ratio between arrival rates of the attack packets and the regular request packets and is called attack
intensity. We use the exponential distribution with the parameter µ as the service time of regular request packets, and it
could represent the strictness of congestions in the network. In this section, we study the proposed defense scheme in terms
of the connection loss probability and the buffer occupancy percentages of regular and attack half-open connections. As we
saw, these two metrics represent how severely the DoS attacks affect the system performance.
As an implementation issue, note that the under attack server does not have any information about current attack
intensity, and cannot mark arriving requests as regular or attack requests. It accepts all arriving requests, but applies
this reasonable rule: ‘‘When a half-open connection is closed by PSO-SFDD after h seconds, it is considered as an attack
connection, but a connection that is completed earlier than h seconds is regarded as regular attack’’. By using this rule server
counts the number of regular and attack packets and then computes ARBOP and RRBOP employing these equations:
ARBOP = nA
nA + nR + nL (10)
RRBOP = nR
nA + nR + nL (11)
where nA, nR and nL are number of attack requests, regular requests and lost requests respectively.
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Fig. 2. PSO-SFDD in operation.
Fig. 3. Attack intensity applied to the under attack server.
Now, consider a server in a network with λ1 = 10 and µ = 100. In order to study PSO-SFDD’s performance in a
wide range of attack intensity, we change it according to Fig. 3. As we saw, the intensity of attack changes randomly with
time and does not follow a predetermined manner. To insist strength of the proposed scheme we compare it against the
Linux operating system. For this purpose at first the server is set statically by default values of the Linux operating system
i.e. h = 75 andm = 128 and are kept unchanged up to the end of the simulation (to simplify here after this server is called
Linux). To study the performance of PSO-SFDD, as in Linux, h andm are initially set to 75 and 128 respectively, but they will
be tuned dynamically by PSO-SFDD during simulation time. Initial values of best locations are considered as (75, 128) and
this simulation is done in Matlab software package environment.
Simulation results have been given in Figs. 4–7 and Table 1. Fig. 4 shows Ploss versus time for both scenarios. A quick view
shows that PSO-SFDD behavesmuch better than Linux in terms of connection loss probability. By comparing this figurewith
Fig. 3, we see that when the attacker increases its attack intensity, Linux accepts more attack connections, i.e., each one lives
exactly for 75 s and consequently when buffer space is filled, Linux blocks new arriving requests. But you can see in Fig. 4
that PSO-SFDD exhibits better performance and blocks smaller number of connection requests when compared to Linux.
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Fig. 4. Connection loss probability.
Fig. 5. Percentage of buffer occupied by attack connections.
Fig. 6. Percentage of buffer occupied by regular connections.
This better performance has its roots in the dynamic setting of h and m for PSO-SFDD; see Fig. 7. Although PSO-SFDD does
not know the intensity of the applied attack, by using Eqs. (10)–(11) and then (5), it implicitly captures the intensity of attack
and then set its parameters accordingly. Reasonably when attack intensity goes up, PSO-SFDD decreases h to terminate fast
the pending attack connection and also temporarily increasesm to provide more capacity for incoming requests.
Figs. 5 and 6, on the other hand, show how the proposed defense scheme improves performance of the under attack
server in terms of the buffer occupancy percentage for regular traffic (RRBOP) and attack traffic (ARBOP). We can observe
in Fig. 5 that PSO-SFDD keeps RRBOP in a higher level compared to Linux. In the same manner Fig. 6 shows that PSO-SFDD
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Fig. 7. Evolution of PSO-SFDD’s h andm.
Table 1
Comparison of average behavior of PSO-SFDD and Linux.
ÁRBOP (%) Number of lost
connections
PSO-SFDD 42 7580
Linux 94 26850
defends well against attackers and do not allow them to fully utilize the connection buffer space. As discussed before, the
better results of PSO-SFDD are coming from the dynamic and intelligent settings of h andm in contrast to the static setting of
Linux. Fig. 7 shows how h andm behave against variation of attack intensity. These figures show that when k increases and
attack intensity goes up, PSO-SFDD decreases h to close attacker’s half-connections and increases m to make new capacity
for incoming legal connections.
The fast reaction is another interesting feature of PSO-SFDD that prevents performance degradation when server
encounters intense SYN flooding attacks. According to Figs. 3–7 when k increases, Linux does not control its effects and
quickly experiences remarkable degradation in its performance. For example, at t = 2750 in which attack intensity goes
to its highest level, Linux assigns major parts of its buffer space to attack requests and consequently blocks other incoming
requests. As you see in Fig. 4 at t = 2750 s Linux has to drop more than 70% of arriving packets. On the other hand, since
PSO-SFDDmonitors system status, it quickly detects attack occurrence and starts its defending procedures instantaneously.
As a result PSO-SFDD throttles attack streams in the initial stages and keeps its performance in an acceptable level. For
example at t = 2750 s in which Linux drops more that 70% of arriving connection requests, PSO-SFDD blocks less than 18%
of requests.
Finally Table 1 compares average behaviors of PSO-SFDD and Linux. In this case 50000 requests (both attack and regular
requests) have been sent to the server during 5000 s simulation time. According to this table, PSO-SFDD blocks only 7580
requests while Linux blocks more than 50% of incoming requests i.e. 26 850 requests. On the other hand, attack requests
occupy 94% of Linux’s connection spaces but PSO-SFDD allocates only 94% of its buffer spaces to attack requests.
5. Conclusion
This paper proposed a novel approach to defend against SYN-flooding DoS attacks. For this purpose it redefined this
defense mechanism as an optimizer that tries to minimize connection loss probability and buffer space consumed by attack
requests and to maximize buffer space consumed by regular connection requests. Then it used the PSO technique to solve
the optimization problem. This idea led to an intelligent procedure in the setting of defense parameters, i.e. h and m. By
using an extensive simulative study it was shown that the proposed defense system behaves remarkably better than the
undefended system.
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